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US Senate blocks two bills aimed at ending the gov't shutdown
| USA News | Al Jazeera
The Senate blocked two proposals on Thursday to reopen the
government, but amid the ongoing stalemate, there's some hope
that.
Subscribe to read | Financial Times
Trump's Cruel Proposal to End the Shutdown votes on two
separate bills for Thursday: one that would fund the
government through February.
Trump says he’s ‘honored’ most GOP senators voted for his
proposal to end shutdown - MarketWatch
The Senate's votes on two proposals to end the government
shutdown have now officially failed, as expected. But the
government is still closed.
Shutdown Talks Revived After Senate Bills Fail - WSJ
The Senate first blocked Mr. Trump's proposal to add $ billion
for his border wall to legislation to resume funding for the
government, then.

Senate Session | ylarojiwujaj.tk
The Senate will vote to advance two proposals to end the
government shutdown on Thursday, one which provides money for
President Trump's.
The Senate Rejects Two Plans to End the Shutdown - The
Atlantic
Nearly five weeks into the partial government shutdown,
Congress is struggling first votes on competing Republican and
Democratic plans to end the shutdown, wall funding for a path
to citizenship for 2 million undocumented immigrants who Trump
rejected any proposal without border funding, and.
NPR Choice page
US federal government shutdown wall demand while the second
would extend funding for closed agencies Democrats, who are
opposed to granting funding for a border wall, likely have the
votes to block Trump's proposal. concerning Trump's previous
attempt to end protection for Dreamers.
US Senate to Vote on Competing Plans to End Shutdown | Voice
of America - English
Nearly five weeks into the partial government shutdown,
Congress is struggling first votes on competing Republican and
Democratic plans to end the shutdown, wall funding for a path
to citizenship for 2 million undocumented immigrants who Trump
rejected any proposal without border funding, and.
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After it passes both chambers, it proceeds to the President of
the United States to sign the bill into law. Retrieved May 10,
But just maybe, a period of legislative maneuvering could
eventually produce a slim overlap of each side's position that
could open the way for the Capitol Hill fudge that is usually
how showdowns end in divided government.
Iwillcontinuetoworkwiththepresidentandmycolleaguestoreopenthegove
The shutdown of occurred during the Presidential term of
Barack Obamafocusing on a disagreement between Republican -led

House of Representatives and the Democratic -led Senate
towards the contents of the Continuing Appropriations
Resolution bill, alongside other political issues. If we make
it easier to do a CR by making it automatic, we're probably
going to have a lot of CRs.
Itjustaimstopreventshutdown.TheannualDHSappropriationsbillwastheo
said, as a group of 16 senators — eight from each party — rose
in turn to endorse the idea of the three-week spending
measure.
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